ADDENDUM NO. 4

A. Instructions to Bidders

RECEIPT AND OPENING OF BIDS:

The Owner invites Lump Sum Price bids on forms (Form of Proposal attached), all blanks of which must be appropriately filled. Bids will be received at the office of the Two River Theater, 21 Bridge Avenue, Red Bank, NJ on March 14, 2018 at 3:00pm. Envelopes containing the bids must be sealed, addressed to the Owner, and designated as to the Project.

JCP&L has changed their approach to feeding the primary side of the relocated transformer. Primary power will now originate with a tap to the existing underground, south of the existing building, and go through a ductbank parallel to the one bringing the secondary back to the building from the relocated transformer.

Revised drawings will be provided by the end of this week.